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Economics Of Monetary Union
The President of the Eurogroup, Paschal Donohoe, has sent a letter to the President of the Euro Summit, Charles Michel. The letter takes stock of the
progress achieved on key policy issues relevant ...
Economic and monetary union: President Donohoe's report to the President of the Euro Summit
Fiscal rules were enshrined in the founding documents of the European Monetary Union. This column presents the latest CfM-CEPR survey, in which the
panel of experts on the European economy were nearly ...
Fiscal rules in the European Monetary Union
The Czech and Hungarian central banks are poised to raise key interest rates this week, as Central European monetary policymakers become the first in ...
Central European monetary policymakers set to raise rates this week
But barring a return to stricter rules, the economic damage may be pretty small, though much hinges on whether higher case numbers begin to dent safety
perceptions among consumers The small number of ...
Monthly economic update: Emerging from the shadows
President-elect Ebrahim Raisi -- a hardline r broadly hostile to the West -- has vowed to improve Iran’s economy and raise living standards for families by
focusing on the country’s domestic resources ...
Three Charts Show Economic Challenges for Iran’s New President
Vaccine policy will top all other economic polices this year as the world tries to recover from the coronavirus crisis, the IMF's Kristalina Georgieva said.
Vaccines will be the 'most important' economic policy this year, IMF chief says
In December 1990, the Soviet Union withdrew from its bilateral trade agreement with Finland. This was followed by a dramatic collapse in Finnish-Soviet
trade and a deep economic crisis in Finland.
Large trade shocks and economic crises: The case of the Finnish-Soviet trade collapse
After two centuries of ascent, the United States finds itself in economic decline. Some advise America to cure its woes alone. But the road to isolation leads
...
The Resurgence of the West: How a Transatlantic Union Can Prevent War and Restore the United States and Europe
Total Non-Financial Debt (NFD) expanded $879 billion during Q1 to a record $62.032 TN. Q1 Federal Receipts were up 3% y-o-y to an annualized $3.866
TN.
Weekly Commentary: Historic Monetary Inflation: Q1 2021
Both the U.K. and the eurozone economies are now on track to be back at their pre-pandemic levels around mid-2022.
European economic recovery strengthens, with U.K. and eurozone exceeding forecasts
China's central bank governor said inflation is "basically under control", and monetary policy would be kept steady, in comments a day after concerns over
inflationary pressures were fanned by data ...
China central bank chief says inflation under control, vows 'normal' monetary policy
The European Union's foreign policy chief said on Sunday a fight among Lebanese leaders to secure power is at the heart of its government crisis and he
urged them to set their feud aside and form a ...
Lebanon's crisis caused by feud over power, says EU envoy
The European Union’s foreign policy chief Saturday berated Lebanese politicians for delays in forming a new Cabinet, warning the union could impose
sanctions on those behind the political stalemate in ...
EU threatens Lebanese politicians with sanctions over crisis
The new law could transform El Salvador into one of the world’s most important financial centers, and affect the way people around the globe use digital
currencies.
El Salvador Enacts Bitcoin Law, Ushering In New Era Of Global Monetary Inclusion
In December, the U.S. settled its first enforcement action ever against a digital asset company for sanctions violations. Are more coming, and does this go
against the decentralization principles?
Rogue states dodge economic sanctions, but is crypto in the wrong?
The Latest on the Group of Seven nations meeting being held in England: CARBIS BAY, England — Leaders from the Group of Seven wealthy
democracies are calling on China to respect human rights in the ...
The Latest: G7 leaders unite against China economic policies
Globally acclaimed human-rights defender Hina Jilani believes democracy and secularism are values all South Asian nations need to promote and protect.
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“A South Asian Union would free us from the slavery of the west”: pro-democracy activist Hina Jilani
SMART-TD says it expects voting trust approval will 'negatively affect employees, shippers and most importantly public safety'More than 130 ...
North America's Largest Railroad Operating Union Joins Others and Calls on STB to Reject CN Voting Trust
China's central bank governor Yi Gang said he expects the country's annual average inflation to be below 2% this year, while cautioning against both
inflationary and deflationary pressure amid ...
China c.bank chief says inflation under control, vows 'normal' monetary policy
Kristalina Georgieva, director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), said during an event on Wednesday that vaccine policy should be the top
economic priority for 2021."Vaccine policy this year, ...
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